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BUBBLE & SQUEAK

Have the Ovum Holway team nally gone mad? What have ☁last night's leftovers'

got to do with the state of the UK S/lTS industry?

Look at it this way.

In the May issue of SYSTEMHOUSE we put it to you that the prevailing attitude

among buyers in the UK S/ITS market is that now 'it☂s a time for making do'.

Let us remind you what we meant.

During the latter part of the 19905 many companies accelerated their IT spend

on preparations for Y2K and in anticipation of a wholesale transition to e-oommerce.

But Y2K is done and dusted. E-commerce has turned out to be an evolution not a

revolution. IT is once again consigned to the role of business tool. not business

model.

As a result, the mood in the boardrooms of UK businesses towards IT is to tell

ClOs to make 6☁ benel☂ iob of what they've got - and do whatever else needs to be
done with little or no additional investment. For those old enough to remember, the

watchword is once again ☂make do and mend'.
Question: How has this ☁making do' attitude affected suppliers in the UK S/ITS

industry?

Answer: Bubble and squeak!

in other words, periods of massive overindulgence, rapidly followed by a hangover

severe enough to make your pips squeakl

And now it's 'austerity time'. Suppliers are jJSl going to have to learn to live

within their means.

This is not a ☁blip' in demand. This is not a ☁gap year'. This is the way the

market is and the way it will be for the foreseeable future.

I.T. GIVETH AND TAKETH AWAY

BUBBLE No.1 -♥ The Y2K and dotcom bonanzas

Operating margins should start to recover In 2003 -but

☁close shavas☂ will be the order of the day
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In 1998 most businesses were

steaming ahead to ensure their IT

systems were Y2K compliant. This

boost in demand for software and IT

services resulted in the UK S/ITS

market growing over 20% that year,

the highest growth on record.

Then followed the dotcom frenzy

as businesses frankly became

irrational in their desire to 'web-enable

everything'. Suppliers were not only

happy to oblige, they veritably stoked

the res of e-passion.

E-commerce meant that we

needed a ☁new paradigm' which could

measure business success in a way

that properly re ected the 'true' value

of all this new technology. A new

currency was born ♥ The Eyeball ♥

which was even better than

profits. The UK S/ITS industry

erected temples to worship The

Eyeball. New facilities were built.

Additional resources were engaged.

Investments were made. All this in the

belief that The Eyeball was sure to

gaze benevolently on the marketplace

for many years to come.

THE SQUEAK - An industry at

a loss

But by 2001 , Y2K was long gone

and the dotcom frenzy had come to

an end. Even now there is no ☁next big

thing' on the horizon. Many S/ITS

suppliers failed to believe that the

inevitable slowdown in market growth '

was anything other than a temporary

phenomenon. They simply stuck their

heads in the sand with theintention of

waiting until the good times rolled once

again.

They haven't.

By the time UK S/ITS players

realised that 'things could only get

[continued on page two)
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worse☂ it was too late. Those

suppliers that had made huge

investments to satisfy the expected

buoyant demand for products and

services found themselves with a

cost base that well exceeded

revenues. The resulting panic to cut

costs has resulted in massive

restructuring, lay-offs and closures.

But the damage was done and. for

the rst time ever, In 2001 the

UK S/ITS Industry made a net

loss ♥ In the order of some

£2.5bn. The industry is now

unlikely to return to profit until 2003

- and margins may never fully

recover.
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BUBBLE No. 2 ♥ Price is no object

Dotcom has a lot to answer for. During 2000 many UK S/ITS companies

were desperate to increase their e-business capabilities. They embarked on a

spending extravaganza which saw them buying 'e-consultancies' at highly

in ated prices. Sure, a few of these e-consultancies were ☁quality' companies

with a pedigree. But most were start-ups, priced on promise not delivery. But

who cared. as most of these deals were done with little or no cash. using over-

inflated shares as currency. ☁Minor' issues like ☁acquisition indigestion' just did

not gure in the equation - and who cared about share-based earnouts when

with stock prices rapidly rising?

THE SQUEAK ♥ Industry pays the price

The balance sheets of some of the largest players in the UK S/ITS industry

now carry more goodwill than a century of Dickens☁ Christmases. Around

£8bn, to be less than precise. For some players. goodwill alone exceeds the

company's total market capitalisation. A few suppliers are now biting the bullet

and writing off huge chunks of goodwill. CMG wrote off £564m of goodwill

relating to its acquisition in 2000 of Admiral and ComputerAnswers, leaving it

with ore-tax losses of £589m. CMG still has goodwill on the balance sheet of

E468m. And at the end of Jun. 02. Xansa wrote off nearly £500m relating to

the acquisition of Druid leaving it with a pre-tax loss of almost £510m. Even

with these massive write-offs, at the end of Jun. 02 the goodwill carried by

quoted UK S/ITS companies still equated to over 50% of their

total market capitalisation. And as for share-based earn-outs? Well, NSB

and Anita are just two UK S/ITS companies that learned the hard way - and we

can be pretty con dent in saying that the ☁squeaking☂ isn☂t over yet.

BUBBLE NO. 3 ♥ Shop till you drop

2000 was a bumper year for M&A transactions as many UK S/ITS players

☁hit the shops' and bought up e♥consultancies. Indeed. the total value of S/

ITS acquisitions Involving UK companies increased by 124% to

reach an all time record of £16.8bn. Many of these e-business compa-

nies were ☁under age☁ (barely post-natal in some cases) whilst others had yet

even to be conceived. Few had pro ts ♥ most were loss-making. Average P/

E ratios for acquisitions shot up to 73 in 2001, compared to just 31 in 1999,

and average PSRs increased from 2.4 to 6.2.

THE SQUEAK ♥ Goods returned

By 2001 acquisitions were off the agenda for most companies as they

didn☂t have the cash, and their shares were hardly worth the paper they were

no longer printed on. It was time to ☁get back to the knitting'. Many companies

divested themselves of troublesome (Le. loss-making) or non-core operations.

Supply well exceeded demand and company valuations declined. Indeed, the

total value of S/ITS acquisitions involving UK companies went down by 50%

to £8.1bn in 2001 (closer to the £7.3bn recorded in 1999). The average P/E

ratio for these deals declined to 36, and the average PSFI dropped to 4.7.

MM valuations returned to normality ♥ sales of S/ITS companies were

concluded at the sorts of PSRs and PE ratios seen throughout the 905 (our

yardstick is one times revenue, and 20 times pro ts). And as the value of deals

plummeted, so did the commissions for the M&A companies and the nanciers

♥ and the nancial analysts. Many thousands of people whose livelihood

depended on a vibrant and dynamic IT sector lost their jobs. (Page 14 has a

review of M&A activity over H102 - and shows that the situation has further

deteriorated).

BUBBLE N0. 4 ♥ Show me the money

During 2000 both the ☁old guard☂ investment houses and the newly formed

incubators threw good money after bad into the technology sector. In most

[continued on page three]
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cases the money was put into

Internet, mobile, or digital TV

technology companies ♥ mainly

start-ups, with inexperienced

management and little or no track

record. The total value of S/ITS

sector investment deals increased

by 56% to £852m in 2000.

compared to 1999.

THE SQUEAK-Showmethe

way out

Although hi-tech companies

continued to receive the most

investment in 2001, the total

value of investment In UK 8/

ITS companies declined by

37% to £534m as the sector

declined in popularity. Many

technology companies suffered

declining revenues and, more

importantly, deepening losses.

Accounting scandals involving high

pro le companies such as Enron

and WorldCom shattered investor

confidence. It has become

increasingly dif cult for investors to

know the safest place to put their

money. The last hope for a ☁next big

thing', i.e. mobile technology, has

also been crushed, with the growth

prospects for the mobile industry

looking decidedly mediocre for the

next few years.

BUBBLE N0. 5 ♥ Capital

appreciation

During the dotcom boom, stock

market valuations of hi-tech

companies reached crazy heights

as investors rushed to get a piece

of the action. Expectations of

growth prospects for the industry

went through the roof. The total

value of quoted S/ITS

companies hit a high of

£87.9bn in Feb. 00, with an

average company valuation of ,

E738m.

THE SQUEAK ♥♥ Cheap at a

sixth of the price?

The past two years have seen

the first significant reduction in

market capitalisation of UK quoted

S/ITS companies since our records

began. At the end of Jul. 02, the
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total market valuation of these 163 companies was 'just' £12.7bn ♥ 86% lower

than its height early in 2000. S/ITS companies rapidly dropped out of the main

FTSE indices. There are now only two UK-owned S/ITS companies

In the FI'SE100 (Sage and Capital, compared to eight In 2000. But

they are only ranked between 90 and 100 in the index so their future tenure is

hardly secure.Technology stocks now represent just 1% of the FTSESSO.

Clearly, technology companies now hold less importance for institutional

investors.

BUBBLE NO. 6 ♥ Off to market

In the twelve months to Apr. 01 we saw the largest number of UK S/ITS

companies listed on the London Stock Exchange (main and AIM) than ever

before. In all, 38 companies launched IPOs, taking advantage of the market☂s

love affairwith tech stocks. Most were software companies, few of any heritage.

SIITS IP05 dry up ♥ more leavers than joiners this year

 

_Leavers *Nel 3840 :Jolnera
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THE SQUEAK ♥- Private lives

In the twelve months to Apr. 02, more companies left the stook market (12)

than joined (8), the rst time there has been a decrease In the number

of publicly quoted UK S/ITS companies since the last doldrums

back In 1992/3. The ☁joiners' were equally divided between software and

services companies. Most of the ☁Ieavers' were distress sales by companies

that had got into dire financial straits. They include the once mighty Sema

Group (acquired by Schlumberger), as well as mid-market players ♥ the

traditional backbone of the UK S/ITS industry ♥ suchas Cedar Group (acquired

by Alchemy), Lynx Group (acquired by SkandiaLife), Kalamazoo (acquired by

[continued on page vow]
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UCS) and QSP (went broke). As the

depression continues, there will be

more fall out in 2002... and beyond.

FROM CAVIAR AND

CHAMPAGNE

The 'bubbles' and ☁squeaks' of

the past few years have wreaked

untold havoc upon the UK S/ITS

industry. The damage is far from

super cial.

In a nutshell:

- The industry is losing

money♥ and won☁t be

pro table for at least a year.

And even then, S/iTS

companies will have to nd a

way to survive on much

slimmer margins.

- Industry dynamics - the

lifeblood of a vibrant sector ♥

has slowed signi cantly.

Fewer companies can

afford to acquire either

with cash or with stock ♥

and even fewer ☁quality☂

companies are willing to sell

at current prices. This

☁stalemate' will continue for at

least a year - or until we all

realise that today☂s price is

tomorrow's price too.

- Investor sentiment in tech

stocks can now be found

at the end of the proverbial

ten-foot barge pole,

attached to the brush with

which all S/ITS players will be

tarred. whether or not they

are pro table and nancially

secure. Con dence in S/lTS

stocks will take years to

recover. and will only come

on the back of sustained

pro tability and transparent

reporting.

WHAT CAN YOU DO?

Get real♥the market you see

is the market you get

There is no 'next big thing'.

Customers have become

disillusioned with technology. They

want to spend less not more.

Even if an exciting new technology does emerge, customers will be far more

circumspect than they were with ☁e-everything'. In other words, base your long

term business plan on current demand levels. For many this will mean getting

used to surviving on warmed-over 'spuds and cabbage' for a long while. For

others, this will mean farewell and goodbye.

Get your books ☁sorted'

If you really want to restore con dence among customers and investors,

then make sure your pro t and loss account and your balance sheet re ect

reality. in the existing climate, even ☁rock solid☂ players like Cepita are having

their accounting practices placed under scrutiny. A good start can be made

with clear and supportable revenue and pro t recognition, along with a balance

sheet that re ects current market value of your assets ♥ especially goodwill.

We would dearly love to see a national accounting standard for

revenue and profit recognition, goodwill write-off. etc. We don☁t

even care how long the write-off period is ♥ wejust need consistency. And there

needs to be an automatic impairment review every year as a fundamental

element of the audit process. Until all of that happens, we need much more

☁transparency' in accounting practices.

Buy wisely

There are always exceptions to every rule. But time and again we have

found that a few simple truths usually win out:

- Big is not beautiful. it the company you are buying is anywhere near as

big as yours, then make sure you have a really good supply of Renniesi

- When acquiring abroad ☁stick to the knitting☂ of your domestic business

- and don☂t bet thefamily silver on it.

♥ S/ITS is hard enough anyway, but if S/ITS isn☂t your sector, buying a

company is an expensive way to learn.

- Try not to buy at the top of the market. if you have to, buy in shares not

cash.

Sell realistically

Of course your company is worth more than that. To you. Buyers will be

looking for quality and using long-trusted measures to value potential acquisition

targets. Your best chance of the best price is if you are a successful company

operating in growth areas, and are core to the buyer's business. Be prepared

for a long haul - with due diligence becoming increasingly stringent, deals will

take longer to complete, Ask for cash - but don't be too offended by the reply!

Find rich relatives and friends

Fund raising is going to be tough. Not impossible ♥ just tough. With few

☁easy☂ exits (Le, lPO) VCs are going to be very cautious with their investments.

They will be looking for higher quality. more mature companies rather than

start-ups. This means good management as well as good products and services.

Niche software MBOs seem to be the current ☁ avour of the month' - other 8/

lTS players will need to show sustained pro ts before purse strings are likely to

be untied.

But most important of all Learn to make do with ☂bubble and squeak☁

You can still make a decent living In the software and IT services

industry so long as you realise that the days of caviar and champagne are well

and truly over ♥ and are unlikely to be seen again for a long, long time.

A full analysis of the nancial and corporate performance of the UK S/lTS

industry is now available in our latest report, industry Trends 2002, part of

the new Holway@Ovum research service. Please contact Andrew Rand/es

(email etc.) for further informa tion.
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Will Detica be the one and only 8/

ITS lF☁O in 2002?

Detica got their IPO away by the

skin of theirteeth on 25m Apr. 02. Our

S/lTS Share index has plunged by 26%

since (which puts Detica☂s 13% fall

since into a rather positive light!) Tom

Black readily says that if they had

waited the lPO would have had to be

pulled.

Civica is a pure play provider of S/

ITS to the public sector(LAs, healthcare,

police forces, education). They are part

of (around 45% of) the Sanderson

Group which was an Alchemy-backed

M80 in late 1999 ♥ close to the zenith

ofvaluations in the sector. Latest results

to 30" Sep. 01 show revenues up 16%

at 俉73.5m, operating pro ts of £8.2m

and PET of £6.0m - avery healthy 9%

margin

In mid May lnvestec issued their

broker's note on Civica as part of the

run up to its IPO. They had set a

"basket" of companies to compare

themselves to. They included Anite,

Isoft, ITNET, Northgate and Torex for

the obvious reason that they all have a

substantial public sector exposure.

indeed, they had all been bucking the

trends (up ☁til then!) as

SYSTEMHOUSE readers will know!

Although not formally stated, the

 

expectation was for a valuation of around 俉80-285m 5

implying a P/E ratio of around 16-1 7 Le. pretty much in line »

with where Detica had settled in May.

On 25☁h June we were dueto have a long booked 1..

meeting with Civica. It was cancelled at the very last

moment as they attended a meeting with lnvestec. The following day the reason was

clear. Civica had pulled their lPO.

Civica told us that they had made 40-50 presentations to institutional! investors.

They seemed to have received a good reaction to the company and its prospects t .but

there was little interest in the sector and no one was realty sure what valuations should

be applied. Sentiment really is totally against S/ITS at the moment.

Both Civica and Detica are quality shows. if Civica can☂t get an IPO away, then

we doubt too many others will even attempt it ♥ let alone achieve it. Indeed. both

Detica and Civica's lPO costs were well in excess of 21m We now know of no

☜rumbling under☜ lPOs. We don't expect to see any forthe rest of this year at least

Civica say they might return in the autumn but we doubt it. Civica will likely

become a mrget ♥ particulaity for a BPO player wanting to increase expertise/credibility

in the public sector lTS arena

Although all this is no surprise, it is still a shame. Without avibrant IFO market

our sector will atrophy.

Poor sentiment not just affects lPOs. Mettoni were telling us this month, just after

they had appointed the receivers, that they needed just 92m to keep going. Two

years back an IT incubator raised £200m with a plan written on the back of a fag

packet. Mettoni, whatever the market might think, was a proper S/iTS business. Flea!

staff, real customers. real products, real prospects. But no investor was prepared to

come in. Sentimentagaint

We hear this time-and-time again right now affecting all parts of thefood chain

from startups through development capital through lPOs. Trade sale total valuations in

H1 2002 were a tenth of those seen as recently as H1 2001 . P/Es and PSRs are now

back to where they were in 1997 ♥ well before the intemet exuberance.

Although we have been a bear since 1998 (as our readers constantly point out to

us!) perhaps it really has gone too far against the sector now.

This is. of course, not nancial advice, but we are now going to call the low.

 

DIAGONA DIAGONAL ON SLIPPERY♥SLIDE TO ITSA♥LAND

Diagonal (the Famham-based provider of SAP consuIting mplementation,

enterprise application integration, e-commeroe and secure network services) announced

results forme six months to 31 st May 02 showing turnover down 25% compared to H1

01 to £33.9m, and down 9% on the previous six months. F☂ElT has fallen 54% to £687K

and EPS has slipped from 1 .71 p to 0,77pt Howeverwe are pleased to see that gross

pro t margins have improvedfrom just short of 29% in H1 last year, to 303% this period,

although operating margins fell from 6.1 % to 4.4%. Diagonal also reports a "strong" SAP

ton/vard order book, pipeline and contract wins. along with increased visibility of eamings

in the secure networks division. CEO Graham Creswick anticipates ☜a satisfactory

per/Drmance for the nancialyear☝, and is ☜con dent that the steps already taken and

ourplans for the current halfare positioning the Group well for 2003 and beyond'l

Comment: Diagonal is desperately trying to stop the tumble down the margin

slippery-slide towards "USA-land". While

gross margins are generally higher than

most rr staff agencies (though SThree☁s

are higher). operating margins are now

well into lTSA territory (even Lorlen

managed 5% margins for its resourcing

business). But unlike some ITSAs,

Diagonal is pro table, cash generative,

and have a decent nest egg in the bank,

so that should come as some comfort.

Diagonal's shares ended the month

down 6.8% at 52p.
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Glotel.

Glotel, a leading UK IT staff

agency with a particular focus on

supplying telecomms and

networking staff, has announced

results for the year to 31 st Mar. 02

showing turnover down 40% to

£98.4m, last year's modest PBT of

£757K has become a LBT of

£4.4m and EPS of 1.4p has

become a loss per share of 8.61;),

Commenting on the results, joint

founder and Chairman. Les Clark

said: ☜This has been the most

challenging year in the Group's

history. . . we have madesome tough

decisions but have emerged from

this period as a stronger

company...since April 2002 the

rate of decline in sales and margin

has halted and the business has

stabilised. Wading conditions in the

UK and International operations

remain difficult but the USA

subsidiary is beginning to show

signs of recovery".

GLOTEL: SIGNS OF RECOVERY IN US MARKET

Glotel pic
5 year Revenue and PET Record

Relative to 1993
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loss of £1 .2m coupled with further ☁exceptional☁ items of £2.9m, and interest

charges of £271 K kept Glotel in the red for the full year.
Turnover continued to decline in the second half. down from £60.1m in H1

to £38.3m in H2, however Glotel did succeed in maintaining its gross margins
at 212% (a respectable result for an ITSA).

All geographies were hit: the core UK contractor supply business was

down 27% to £348.5m (this includes c£2m from permanent placements) and

international (the 'export☂ of contractors from the UK to overseas clients.
predominantly major telcos) fell 49% to £4.5m. North America, where margins

are traditionally higher, declined 46% to £27.8m. With the USA so important to

Glotel (31% of total revenues last year, and 28% this year), joint founder, and

CEO, Andy Baker has relocated there to ensure an improved

performance in FY08. Meanwhile Continental Europe fell the

   

Glotel plc
FYE: 31☜ March      

  
UK

M anaged Services

International

other businesses
  
  

Total UK

 

    

 

North America

Continental Europe

Australia   

 

Total inlsmationa/

Comment: Glotel's losses

come as no great surprise. At the

interim stage (end Sep. 01) Glotel

reported losses, for the rst time in

its history, of £2.1m as a result of

falling sales and inevitable

restructuring costs (redundancies,

of ce closures etc). Further cost

cutting measures followed in H2,

but these were not enough to

ensure a return to pro tability, even

at the operating level. An operating

Turnover 2m

 

  
  

Inn

most. down 62% to £6.1m, and Australia declined 29% to

俉3.2m.

Glotel☂s Managed Services business (a holy grail for many

ITSAs) saw revenue drop 55% to £7.6m, after a bumper year

in FY01 when it enjoyed 389% growth. Managed Services did

sneak into pro tability, albeit just £81K for the year. Glotel☂s

biggest account was with Energis ♥ sowe were told to expect

to see further revenue decline in FY03. Chairman Les Clark told

us that Glotel is ☜committed☝ to keeping its managed services

offering, even though it has yet to reach ☜critical mass".

On a positive note, Glotel has kept a rm grip on the cash,

turning a net debt of £6.8m at the end of FY01, into a cash

balance of 俉7'.6m. In addition, a combination of lower headcount (down from a

peak of 358 in Dec. 00, to 201) and salary sacri ce (by the board and some

el'nployee's) has brought the monthly cost run rate down by almost 50% to
£1.45m ♥ much more in line with revenues.

Trading conditions seem to have stabilised, with Clark reporting some

signs of recovery in the USA. Of course the UK remains competitive, and Glotel
remarked that it continues ☜to experience pressure on margins". However the

company did secure SCAT Status during 2001 (for the supply of IT staff to the
public sector), and this, we were told, is ☜coming good'. Amazingly, some

lTSAs have still not woken up the opportunities in the public sector!

But these efforts were not enough to stop the share price taking a tumble
on the day of the results, and ending the month down 10.4% at 56F1

   

  

  

    
    

  



  

QA: ☜trading in a cold climate"

In its results for the six months ended 31st May 02 QA QA plc
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Turnover Em

revealed turnover from continuing operations down 42.5% to FYE: 3151M☜ 2m 2001 Change

£16.1m (total turnover dropped from £30.2m to 俉16.1m). Training

Goodwill impairment charges of {28.1 m relating to acquisitions

made in 1999 and 2000 helped to convert a PET of £400K in

2001 to an LBT of £36.0m. Loss per share was also pulled

Consulting Br other

Continuing Ops 16.1 28.0 42.5%

12.4 20.6 49.8%

3.7 7.4 -50.0°/a

Discontinued Ops - 2.2

797.5,!-
down To from Commenting on The oUtIOOk, L☝☜"☁v☂wu' w'm'n☁ " "☁N ☜""'M'"☂""☁ ☝☁

Burgess, Executive Chairman, said, ☜Our expectation is for the

current challengingmarket conditions to continue and we have organised

ourselves to respond robust/V. However OA expects ☜a much improved

performance in the second hall".

Comment: If proof is needed that training in our industry is a discretionary

spend, then QA' 5 results provide the evidence. At the same time pressure on

the effectiveness of training means players like QA have to improve their offering,

whilst lowering thecost to the customer.

QA has taken the opportunity, like so many other S/ITS companies, to

review the carrying value of goodwill from acquisitions made in 1999/2000,

resulting in £28.1m impairment of goodwill. The acquisitions under scrutiny

included Cap Gemini (UK) Training, and the ill-advised purchase of learning

management systems company DMT (we were pleased to see QA write off all

remaining goodwill from this acquisition). The impairment, along with a review

of investment in its own shares (21 .4m), and provision for disposal of property

(£1.2m), dragged 0A deeper into the red. Without these "exceptionals" (our

View on calling such items exceptional is well known), QA was trading close to

breakeven in 02. Headcount has been cut to 350 (as of May 02) from 528 a

. MICROSOFT MOTORS ON...

year earlier: as Burgess put it, they

have got rid of the ☜administrative

underbelly☝.

There were a few positive

messages coming out of QA☁s

statement ♥ the launch of an

outsourced training service has

resulted in some new customer

wins, and the company expects to

see its usual seasonal improvement

in H2 over H1. With costs now in

line with ☜current levels of activity",

0A is optimistic that improved

trainerand consultant utilisation, and

any pick up in trading will filter

straight through to the bottom line.

We certainly hope so.

Microsoft has announced results

for the year to 30th Jun. 02. Revenues

rose 12% to $28.4bn, income before

taxes remained virtually static at

$11.5bn, diluted EPS fell 6% to

$1.32. Commenting on the outlook,

CFO, John Connors said, ☜While the

current environment remains

challenging, we're making important

investments in product development,

marketing and in our sales force that

will position as for success in the

current yearand beyond". '

Comment: There's no doubt that

MiCrosoft's figures were boosted by

the introduction of its controversial

new licencing programme Software

Assurance, which meant customers

had to sign up to a two/three year

maintenance programme in order to

upgrade products.

In desktop software (which includes applications, Project, Of ce at al),

and operating systems, revenues rose 7% to $18.9bn. Connors

commented demand was ☜particularly robust" for Professional versions of

Windows, with a 19% increase in sales, which led revenue to outgrow the

PC market. In Enterprise software and services, where MS is still biting at

IBM's and Oracle's ankles, revenues rose a modest 6% to $5.1bn (18% of

total revenues ♥ compared to 19% last year). In its consumer software

business, where Xbox and MSN sit, revenues rose 83% to $3.6m. The

majority of the growth came from Xbox sales which "were above

expectations", but still smallfry compared to the rest of the company and

still not pro table.

In terms of the geographic breakdown it was a mixed bag - South

Paci c and Americas rose 20% to $11.4bn, EMEA managed a 5% rise to

$5.1bn, but Asia fell 7% to $2.8bn. OEM saw revenues rise by 14.5% to

$9bn.

For the year ahead Microsoft is forecasting growth between 10-14%.

with operating income up 12 . 14%. The company is increasing its RaD

spend by 20% this year to $5.2bn and is expected to release a raft of new

products to build on its web services strategy. If successful this will be an

important endorsement of M95 future plans and enable it to expand outside

of the desktop arena - but it's very early days yet.         
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ALPHAMERIC: BETTING ON A BRIGHTER FUTURE

 

Alphameric has announced its interim results for the six months ended

31 st May 02. Turnover rose 11% to £27.4m, an LBT of £2.2m was converted

to a PET of £1.1m and a loss per share of 2.2p became EPS of 0.2p.

Commenting on the outlook, Rodney Horstein, Chairman, said, "I am con dent

that the Group will produce results for this year which are material/y better than

those achieved last yea .

- Its retail division which supplies end-to-end systems for European non-

food retailers, comprising hardware, software and services, saw revenues

rise just 1% to £13.6m, accounting for 50% of total sales. Operating loss

reduced slightly to 21m from £12m. The company expects its new product

suite (in which it has invested £1.6m during H1 alone) to contribute to

revenues and pro ts during H2.

marketplace to generate the

returns it is seeking, thus

Alphameric is planning to work

with an "intemationalpannef☂ via

a joint venture to grow sales.

Comment: After a

disappointing set of nal results in

Nov. 01, Alphameric seems to have

got itself back on course again: in

spite of the "challenging" conditions

the company has managed to

deliver both revenue and profits

growth. it claims a strong order

book (although no figures were

given), has a healthy balance sheet

(£15m in cash balances) and intends

to capitalise on recent changes in

the UK betting industry. Now it's

down to the retail division to deliver

the revenue and pro t growth to

complete the picture,

- The retail betting division which now accounts for 45% of total revenues,

made ☜a strong start" with revenue growth of 28% to £14.4m and operating

pro t (before amortisation of goodwill) of £2.3m (£1 .5m loss in 2001). The

division expects to bene t from the resolution ofa media rights dispute

which will enable it to accelerate its programme of providing managed

display systems to the smaller UK bookmaking chains.

- The logistics dMslon delivered the poorest performance, revenues fell

14% to £1.4m and an operating profit of 俉222K became a loss of £366K.

The group does not possess the geographic reach or scale in the logistics

E♥XPECTING ☜A YEAR OF GOOD PROGRESS"

 

Epic, the AlM»listed e-learning

company, reported results for the

year to 31☜ May 02. The results,

which were ahead of market

expectations, show turnover down

10% to £7.2m, PBT has almost

halved to £835K and EPS has fallen

from 6.0p to 3.1 p. Commenting on

the outlook, Chairman Michael

lnwards said: ☜Despite prevailing

market conditions, we have a sound

order book and have made a
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positive start to the new nancialyear in addition we expect a pro table revenue

ow from existing and developing products. Against this backdrop, Hook forward

to the current year which lam con dent will be a year ofgood progress for Epic".

Comment: Despite the headline drop in revenue and pro ts, FY02 has not

been a bad year for Epic, The company increased sales to the public sector (now

50% of total revenue, 30% last year), and is con dent that government initiatives

in education and health in particular, will continue to present opportunities for e-

leaming projects. Epic also sells into the nancial services sector, where increasing

regulation is driving the demand for training. This coupled with the fact that

companies are looking for costs savings in their training budgets (and e-leaming

is promoted as a way to reduce the costs of training staff/customers), leads Epic

to be bullish about the current year.

The majority of Epic's revenue comes

from the development of bespoke e♥leaming

content, with ct 3% from associated testing/

☁7☁☜ localisation services and consultancy This

year the company has developed its rst e-

leaming product, and reports that sales have

exceeded its expectations. Quite rightly, Epic

has written off all development costs

associated with the R&D as they were

incurred, which means future sales should

have a signi cant impact on pro tability.
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Mlsys' shares rose 22% to

220p on the day it announced its

preliminary results but this had more

to do with the news that the

company was to float its IFA

business than its actual numbers.

Indeed. the results were areal mixed

bag:

- Revenues rose 22% (all
through acquisitions), and
breached the £1bn mark for

the rst time

u PBT fell from 297.1 m to
£34.7m

- Fully diluted EPS fell from
13.0p to 3.7p

- Net debt has been reduced by

£99m in the recent six
months, to £159m, and net

cash inflow was £121m

(俉128m).

Commenting on the results,

Chairman Kevin Lomax said: ☜The

strength and diversity of the groups

three main businesses mitigated, to

a large extent, the adverse effects

over the last nancial year of the

worst economic conditions that the

group has facedforovera decade. ..

this year the group should make

good progress towards achieving

its continuing objective of

sustainable midteens growt ☜.

As presaged at its interim

results, the banking division,

delivered the worse performance

with revenues down 13.2% to

E303m and operating pro t down

91% to £41.9m. The division now

accounts for 29% of total revenues

from 41% in 2001 but still makes

the most signi cant contribution to

pro ts. Initial licence fees fell 29%,

maintenance managed a 6%

increase to E123m but services fell

15% to E89m.

Its healthcare business in the

US, which comprises hospital ,

physician and homecare systems.

was ☜largely unaffected by the

general weakness in the economic

climate" and ☜performed we/
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BACK TO ITS SOFTWARE ROOTS
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with turnover up 36% to E286m (11% organic). However operating pro t fell

34%, pulled down by the £15.3m operating loss on its acquisitions. All revenue

streams posted increased turnover, although margins tell to 17% from 19%

mainly due its hospital systems business. Lomax said he expected to see

progress towards higher margins but this would take some time,

Financial Services, which includes the IFA network and General Insurance

business saw revenues increase 42% to 俉447m. However, had it not been for

the acquisition of DBS revenues would have fallen 63%. Operating pro t fell

79% to 俉1.5m. The IFA network was affected by the poor investment climate,

but thegeneral insurance business managed a 3% rise to £35m.

On the Board there were quite a few changes. Ivan Martin, CEO of the

Financial Service Division has been appointed as CEO of Banking and Securities,

replacing Rupert Soames who is leaving the group. Also joining the Board are

Tom Skelton, CEO Misys Healthcare Systems, and Jasper McMahon, Director

of Business Development

Looking to the future, Kevin Lomax was not willing to call an uptum just yet,

rather "stabilisation".

Comment When we were researching the Market Trends report in May

we were rather surprised to find Misys ranking no. 8 in our topten UK

outsourcers. Its appearance was a result of its IFA business, which provides

online services for IFAs. At its brie ng Misys announced that it plans to prepare

for a separate stock market listing within two years for the IFA business. It

makes sense - Misys is a software company not an ASP provider and whilst

the IFA portal boosts revenues to the tune of £412m, margins are a paltry

5%. Furthermore, proposed regulatory changes will make the market much

less attractive in the future.

In common with other software companies Misys is nding it tough going,

but its business model has all the components that serve organisations well ♥

recurring revenues, services, a wide geographic spread and a diverse portfolio,

In addition, Misys doesn't appear to have suffered quite so badly as some of

its peers. Thus ILF revenues have fallen by 5% over the year to £131m but this

is below the falls experienced by some of the other software companies. Its

markets are not subject to as much price pressure as others and the company

hasn't been plagued by having its inventory stuck in the channel, thereby

affecting fonrvard sales. Its maintenance programme has been in situ for many

years, so it's avoided upsetting customers by introducing major changes (and

price hikes) to its licencing stmcture, at a time when many are looking to

conserve costs. Lastly, with over 70% of its turnover generated by recurring

revenues it has a marvellous cushioning that many will be envious of.
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Iorien
Lorien, the IT staff agency and

provider of non IT professional

services, has released its results for

the six months to 31st May 02.

Turnover for the period decreased

by 9.9% to £60.4m compared to

the same six months in 2001, whilst

turnover from continuing operations

decreased by 5.9% to £58.5m.

Operating pro ts took a sizeable

boost of 45% to £1,37m but last

year's pre-tax profit of 俉537K was

converted to a loss of £6.7m as a

result of the £7.5m hit from the

disposal of its consulting business

to Anita. Diluted loss per share was

86.8p compared to an EPS of 2.0;;

a year earlier.

Contractor revenues fell 7% to

£50,4m, but the permanent

business tell more dramatically ♥ by

a third to just EBOOK. Gross margins

on the contractor business declined

to 10.1 %, down from 10.9% ayear

ago. Once again, "cash cow"

Specialist Services division held the

business up, with revenue increasing

  

 

Accenture lost some ground

'top line' during its 03. Revenues

for the three months ended Slst

May 02 after reimbursements fell

2% to $3.43bn. Operating income

tell 4% to $485m but pre-tax

income climbed 3% t0 $442m.

Revenue in EMEA grew 4% to

$1.26bn. Highest growth came

from Accenture's Government

group and Comms & Hi-Tech group

♥ but Financial Services ☁got the

bone' with a 16% revenue

downturn. The boost in Comms &

Hi-Tech was from ☜large

transformational outsourcing

contracts". The news came about

LORIEN☂S NEW ☁RESOLUTION☂ MAY BE HARD TO

STICK TO
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5% to £7.3m, and 30% gross margins, up a shade from last year.

Plans for the coming period include expansion of the European busineSs

and the development of the recently launched managed services' arm,

Resolution IT Services.

Executive Chairman Bert Morris was ☜satis ed that current activity levels

are consistent with our performance expectations for the current nancialyear☂

and feels that market expectations of a full year pro t of £2.5m are "reasonable".

Comment: Everything was going much as expected in the analyst brie ng

- until they sprung on us the launch of their new ☁managed services' business,

Resolution. This is not 'managed services' as other ITSAs would understand it

(i.e. managed agency services ♥ sort of ☁prime contractor') ♥ it's basically a

project house working on xed price contracts. The division is led by Cliff

Leach, who sold his consultancy business Chat eld to Lorien back in 1997,

and then left to set up his own project agency. The hairs on the back of our neck

stood to attention as this is a risky venture, especially in the current climate.

Lorien FD Chris Hinton assured us that they will approach this market "very

cautious/y" and will manage it "very tightly". Projects will be typically small

(around 250K) though none have been signed up as yet. We are far from

convinced about the wisdom of this move given Lorien's previous experience

in the ☁consultancy' arena. We really do hope they tread very carefully indeed.

Lorien☂s shares ended the month down 1.3% at 79p.

J ACCENTURE ☁ASPIRES☂ TO GREATER THINGS IN

MIDST OF DOWNTURN

a week after announcing the company is to lay off around 1%-2% of its

workforce. mainly in the US. UK and Australia, We hear that about 150

consultants in the UK are to go (from a total of c7000), mainly managers. The

problem is that ☁natural attrition☁ isn't high enough any more (surprise, surprise),

Accenture are used to seeing attrition rates of some 10% to 15% - now it's

down to 7%.

Comment: But it's not all bad news for Accenuture. The Inland Revenue

has announced that Accenture and EDS have been shortlisted for the £4bn

☜ASPIRE☝ contract when it comes up for renewal in 2004. BT and CGEY are

also on the list. We have to say the names on the list (other than EDS of course)

surprised us. We had somewhat expected a fight between 030 and EDS.

CGEY we can just about understand(but as best as we know they haven☂t ever

undertaken an outsourcing deal of this magnitude before), But BT? The largest

IT outsourcing deal of this kind that BT has, via Syntegra. is the Accord

contract for the Department of Work and Pensions (DWP) which, Syntegra

asserts, brought in cEtOOm last year. The Inland Revenue contract would be

worth >俉400m pa. Ladies and gentlemen, please place your bets. ..
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Autonomy has announced

results forthe six monthsto 30th Jun.

02 showing revenue down 9% on H1

01. to $26.2m. Revenue was also

down 14% quarter on quarter PBT has

dropped 60% to $4.4m (H1 01 was

boosted by a $5.2m gain on foreign

exchange). and diluted EPS. formerly

$0.05 is now $0.04. Commenting on

the results, Dr Mike Lynch. CEO. said:

"Autonomy today announced results

in-line with its revised guidance. r. . . we

remain positive about our prospects.

are encouraged by the performance in

the U. S.. and continue to monitor the

situation in Europe".

Comment: Despite the falling

revenues and pro ts, there were some

bright spots in Autonomy's results: the

cash balance continues to improve

($14Bm compared to $1 37m this time

last year), gross margin has increased

from 96% to 98%. and the average

GROWTH DIFFICULT TO

m PREDICT

SYSTEMHOUSE
AUGUSTZODZ

AUTONOMY: DIFFICULTY WITH DEFINITIONS

contract size in 02 was 17% higherthan 01 's, Sales inthe US have grown quarteron

quarter. aided by afew $1 in plus contracts. but UK/Europe and rest of the world took

a real dive in 02. Indeed Lynch commented on the ☜unexpected return to weakness

in Europe's economy" that impacted European revenues. This resulted in the US

accounting for 64% of total revenues (up from 40% FYE 01), Europe generated 35%

of tumover (54% in 2001) and Asia 1 %.

Autonomy displayed its usual buliishness. despite challenging market conditions

close to home. increasing spend on R&D and sales 1!. marketing during 02.

We do have abit of an issue with Autonomy and its exceptional costs. in our

recently published Industry Trends report we had a bit of a rant on this subject. We

argued that for a cost to be exceptional an the common meaning of the word) it

should be truly a one-off (often unforeseeabie) occurrence. So-called ☁restructuring'

costs are. lay-offs and of ce closures) due to poor business conditions is to our mind

just a regular and expected cost of doing business. For example. costs associated

with re♥establishing a business after an unpredictable disaster (like September 1 1th)

is an ☁exceptional☂ cost. We facetiously (we thought) asked, . .howmany companies

counthiring costs. or the costs ofopening new of ces. as exceptionan" Well. it seem

Autonomy does. In the brie ng the company reported exceptional costs of $350K in

relation to recruitment costs ♥ it had increased its headcount by 5! Maybe Autonomy

thought this was ☁exceptional' because so many companies are laying staff off. But

we can't let Autonomy off the hook that easily ♥ in our industry Trends report we

reponed that staff numbers in UK S/ITS companies actually went up by 13.5% in

2001. We've seen it all nowi
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Vege☂s results for the six months to 31st Oct. 01 show turnover down a

couple of % points to £17.6m. however LBT has improved from £1 .3m to

ESSZK. and loss pershare has also improved from 5.79p to 1 ,9p.

The divisional performance was mixed:
spm
41V-

0 Space: Turnover increased by 3.4% to 俉14.4m. However. order

intake was E14.9m compared to £19.9m in the previous year. which

benefited from two mutti-year extensions to existing contracts. Vega claims that

the "pipeline ofopportunities at theyear end is healthy. double that at the end of

Apr 01",

Comment: It's good to see Vega

on the path to recovery (theirwordsl).

aftera pretty disastrous FY01 that saw

the company plunge into losses of

0 Government and Defence: Turnover increased by 8% to £13.9m. The

business returned to pro tability with margin improvement coming from cost

reduction and improved consultant utilisation. Order intake increased to £13.9m

(2001: £10,6m). including the £6.5m Euro ghter contract However. smaller orders

were down slightly on the previous year

. Commercial: Turnover declined by 1 6% to £7.6m. £0.9m of the reduction in

turnover came from the aviation industry Order intake was "disappointing" at

27.1 m (2001 : E8.6m)with performance in H2 particularly weak.

CE. Phil Cartmell (appointed May 01). commented on the outlook. "Given current

market dynamics it is di icult to predict the speed of growth that we can expect

beyond this nancial year. howeverourlong term orderbook and the level ofidentified

opportunitiES supports our belief that we will continue on the path to full recovery."

£5.9m. Excluding amortisation of

goodwill (£393K) Vega just sneaked

into pro tability during the period. Costs

have been out. but more significantly,

Vega has improved utilisation rates of

its consultants. and has recently

secured the long awaited contract to

develop ground training aids for

Euro ghten Vega admits that its growth

beyond the current financial year is

dif cult to predict. but at least it goes

forward with an order book of ciZSQm.
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Capita has announced interim

results for the six months to 30th

Jun. 02. The highlights were:

Turnover was up 21% to

£391 m. compared to H1 2001,

organic growth was close to

19%, Underlying organic

growth, i.e, excluding

acquisitions in 2001 and 2002,

was 8%,

PET was up 38% to £29.0m

EPS increased from 1,85p to

2,5p

Contract wins are at record

levels, with £1.1bn of new

contracts in the first seven

months of the year, compared

to E744m for the whole of 2001

Contract terms are now

averaging 7-10 years giving

Capita even higher visibility -

98% on this year's estimated

turnover of £895m, and

continued high visibility on 2003

turnover (14% growth in

incremental revenue already

visible).

Commenting on the results,

Executive Chairman Flod Aldridge

said: "I am delighted to be able to

announce such strong results today

Once again, the Group☂s earnings

a re growing strongly whilst

continuing to be highly predictable

and robust... (We are) very

con dent of the Group☁s prospects

for the year as a whole and for our

continued future growth",

Comment ♥ On the day Capita

released these results its share price

fell 1.3% to 2585p. Considering

the impressive results, and the fact

that Capita has 98% visibility of its

revenue estimate for the full year, the

downward share price movement

speaks volumes about current

sentiment towards the lT services
and support services sectors.

 

  

 

   

  

  

A STUNNING RESULTS FAIL TO BOOST INVESTOR

CONFIDENCE
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Capita also attempted to reassure investors that its accounting is "consistently

more conservative than required by the relevant accounting standards" by

outlining its accounting policies. However, investors are struggling to trust the

word of company directors following the scandals surrounding Enron and

Worldcom.

Capita continues to hold by the strategy that has served them so well, i.e.

to grow viathree routes: major contract wins, incremental growth and strategic

acquisitions. Over the past six months, it has continued to make strides in all

three areas:

Major contract wins: As well as contracts announced so far this year i.e.

the BBC and TfL contracts. we saw the announcement of two more ☁big-ticket☂

deals. The rst is a £160m/ten year contract with LincolnFinancial Group, a

major company in the Life and Pensions market in the UK. Capita will undertake

life and pensions administration outsourcing work. Capita will acquire the

processing and administration services and the associated assets of Lincoln

for 25m. Lincoln's processing centre will become the base for Capita to establish

this new business area, thus giving it the opportunity to make the same impact

on the life and pensions market as it has had on the general insurance outsourcing

market following its acquisition of Eastgate.

The second contract involves the formation of a new venture with four local

authorities in Wales to deliver transport infrastructure contracts and provide

professional Support services. Capita will own 51% of the venture The deal is

worth 俉83m over ten years

Incremental Growth: The individual businesses have continued to secure

work from new and existing clients, However, Capita admits that it would like to

improve the growth rate in this area by "becoming more aggressive". The past

year has seen an unusually high level of big-ticket activity and as a result, the

large contracts have bene tEd sometimes at the cost of the underlying business

Strategic acquisitions: Capita continues to make strategic acquisitions

and has four under its belt already in 2002, with an aggregate initial consideration

of 248m, The largest transactions were of the vaC HR businesses (£14m)

and of Wynchgete Holdings. an absence management services business

(E18m), Capita has proved many times that it is capable of successfully

integrating acquired businesses.

We have little reason to doubt that Capita's success will continue. The

suspension of the lLA contract had an impact on the underlying growth for

H102, but it's impossible to argue with estimated revenue growth of 20% for

the full year particularly as most of this revenue is already visible. Additional

revenues for H2 will be attributable to, for example, the BBC contract, which

went live on 151 JUI. 02. and the Criminal Records Bureau (ORB) contract, which

went live inMarch.

 



  

Anite has announced results for

the year ended 30th Apr, 02.

Turnover from continuing

operations rose 29% (19% organic)

to £199.8m (total turnover rose

5.2% to £202,5m). PBT fell 19%

to £5.8m and EPS of 0.7p in 2001

was convened to a loss per share

of 0.6p. Commenting on the

outlook, CE, John Hawkins said,

☜For Solutions in the year ahead, we

expect to see continued strong

growth in travel and public sector

with a flat performance from

telecoms, re ecting the continuing

uncertainty around the timing of

BG, In consultancy, we expect our

business to continue to operate in

tough marketplaces, but with the

bene t ofrecent acquisitions overall

performance should be broadly

similar to last year☝.

causal an: m  

   

Anita Group plc
to yur Revenue and PBT Record

Rel-(Ive to 1993
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SHOPAHOLIC ANITE PAYS THE PRICE

£23.6m, operating pro t up 35% to £4.2m

o Consultancy ♥ 9% increase in turnover but underlying pro ts declined

by 35%,

The continued health of the telecoms business looks surprising at rst.

However, Anite is focused on niche areas of the telecoms market, with 85% of

turnover attributable to wireless testing. Software testing is one area of the IT

services market that, faced with a downturn in the sector, has held its head up.

Unsurprising considering that product development must continue in good

times and bad. In addition, Anite resisted putting all its eggs in the 3G basket

and is still bene ting from demand in the 2/2.5G market. In the travel business,

Anite was fortunate to sign the MyTravel (Airtours) contract (worth 俉15m over

the next three years) before Sep. 1 1☁☜. The consultancy business, unsurprisingly,

is suffering from pricing pressure, particularly in France and Germany.

But despite the respectable headline results, Anite watched its share price

plummet during July. One reason was the admission that pro t in H103 would

be lower than the previous year's rst half. The reason is a signi cant increase

in R&D spend (from 26m to £9.5m) in the telecoms and public sector businesses,

and a more pronounced bias towards H2 due to increased sales in the public

sector. In the longer term, Anite's newly formed alliance with Dati in Latvia

(access to 300 developers) should reduce R&D costs by 015% annually.

Anite also suffered as speculation surrounding the accounting policies coming

from support services contracts reached new heights (Capita was also a victim

- see page 12). With Anite now

attributing 28% of its turnover

and 30% of Group orders to

Iong»term contracts, and

aiming to Increase the

proportion of managed

services turnover to 50%

 

El Revenue I PBT

   

cm A," £202.5m
2m: 5m use an.

Tlm 5.,☜

 

   The cuy you.

within three years, it was a

prime target for speculation.
Thu Anita You☝

 

1 >

{56 Am

tags 199; 1995 1296 1998 1m 2000 2001 2002

Comment ♥The diversity of

Anite's portfolio ensured healthy

headline gures for FY02. Last year,

the stars of the show had been

travel and telecoms; this year

telecoms remained in the spotlight,

to be joined by the public sector:

Organic growth was as follows:

- Public sector: turnover up

29% to £42.6m, operating profits

up 173% to £3.0m

- Telecoms: turnover up 28%

to £31.5m, operating PiO ☂S UP

17.4% to 俉8.1m

0 Travel ♥ turnover up 16% to

 

T The Group☁s spending sprees,

with companies purchased on

deferred or performance

related terms have added fuel

to the re and resulted in additional speculation surrounding the Group's ability

to pay for its acquisitions.

As a result, Anite's results announcement was dominated by its attempts

to calm investor☁s nerves. Firstly it outlined its accounting policies and revenue

recognition rules, and then it outlined its forecasted earnouts (Anite undertook

nine acquisitions in FY02). The rest of the month saw a further three

announcements as it reached agreements with the sellers of companies it

previously acquired. The agreements have sought to prevent the need to issue

more shares than previously anticipated to meet its obligations. Shareholders

have been concerned that if this were to happen, they would see the value of

their shares diluted. Anite continues to review its earnout commitments.

Going forward, Anite claims we can expect to see the rate of acquisitions

slow, as it believes it has critical mass in its core markets. We doubt John

Hawkins will be able to resist a few acquisitions! Hawkins stated that any

acquisitions over the next year would most likely be in the public sector.
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We☂ve recently received M&A

statistics for the rst sixmonths of

2002, from technology M&A

specialists Regent Associates. The

facts make grim reading for the

sector as a whole, and for many of

the brokers/advisers whose

livelihoods depend on such activity.

in summary:

a The total value of acquisitions in

the sector involving UK

companies fell 80% from

$9.4bn in H1 2001 to $1.8bn.

- However the total number of

deals held up much better,

slipping 22% to 134.

- Which together means the

average transaction value was

$13.7m, way down on the

average in H1 2001 of $54.4m.

The median transaction value

(probably a more meaningful

indicator of the size of the deals

being concluded) was also

down from $7.8m to $5,1m.

That☁s a median oijust 023.5m,

which supports our earlier

observations that smaller deals

would hold up much better than

bigger deals in the current

climate.

0 02 saw a de nite improvement

over 01, with the number of

deals up from 54 to 80, We

expect many sellers accepted

the fact that the sector has

returned to ☁sensible☂ valuations

and that's the way things are

going to stay (of course your

company is worth more, but

only to you!)

- UK S/ITS companies were

clearly focused on activities here

at home, and where they made

acquisitions it was mainly of

other UK players. Acquisitions

of European and US companies

were down 44% and 68%

MORE OF THE SAME (WELL, LESS ACTUALLY) ♥ S/ITS

M&A ACTIVITY IN H☁l
respectively.

0 However, US players were mare active, picking up almost twice the number

of UK S/ITS companies during the period as in 2001 t This suggests that

the US may be feeling more con dent, looking further a eld for buying

opportunities.

As a result of cross♥border dynamics, the UK went from being a net buyer in

H1 2001 (buying 28 more companies than were sold), to a net seller, selling 10

more companies than were bought.

    

 

3 11loin-n .n.
♥♥e .♥A mm☝. Involving

.7251.☜ mum. North

<♥ ♥'♥>25 America

0 Applications software companies remained the most popular acquisition

target, although the number of acquisitions of application software rms

actually slipped 12%. However systems houses and industry speci c VARS

enjoyed a 56% leap in popularity, and together accounted for almost a fth

of the transactions that took place during theperiod. It looks as though

vertical market focus (in software and services) is the order of the day,
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[continued on page moon)
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EBSYIIBI GIOMD Islan Internal AG and lslon

Sales 5 Services GmbH a Co
KG

Easyneteroup wnenuoi internet e.v

Evolution Group aaason Gregory

Laslmlnuta.com Travelprlca.corn SA

Lawson Saltware Armature

Morse SSI Computer Group Ltd

Ouantlca James Kimhai Holdlnus Ltd]

James Klmbel Education le

OXL Ricardo Aucland."

Sclentla Solutions Ltd Knowledge Management
Soltwara☁s portal Interests

Specialist Computer Acuma'a UNIX operations
Centre:

Tornado Virtue Streamway Nelcastlna Ltd

Xpenlse John Bryce Training UK Ltd

(lomierly Arts Education)
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[continued lrorn page tonne-rt]

- Software companies continued

to expand their product

portfolios, and were responsible

for over a third of all of the

acquisitions involving UK S/ITS

companies during H1. By

contrast, IT services companies

made 29% fewer acquisitions,

as they looked to conserve

cash.

0 We were not surprised to see

that private companies and

divisions/subsidiaries continued

Ftt'ai'ntene'nce'a

selleroe crtptlan iAcqulrlrla

l00%
consultancy

mt snaraneldinp In Amt,
eanal. an lliln☁iduclllu

Broker
German web-trusting.

SECUIKY SDIUHDHS and 3553☜

access products
nutcn lSP 100%

Corporate aavtsor a 100%
stocttoroker

Onllne travel and 100%

leisure

50M syslams certain
assets

Reseller and 100%
associated SEWICBS

provider at work» [00%
based training

French nitllne auction (00%

site

Portal Interests In the 100%

North East

VAR IDDSG

omine corporate loose
communications
IT training 100%
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Comment ☁

☁ 'Access ooupht Lentils" maintenance [consultancy activities»
tram lite receivers.

Patsystems's involvement in eLocai was panor its strategy to
develop its North American business. but now it has decided
that a mlnorily interest will create a potential con ict at interest.
Easynet acquired tne majority oi Islon's wep-nostlnp assets
irom lite admlnlnstretors. The business will be combined Milt
Easynet☁s existing German operations.
Easynet acquired tne outcn ISP ior 2mm mash up iront. wlttt
tne eaianoe payeore by May 2004. continenlupon tuiiiment or
certain criteria. Wirehubl turned over £3.4m and made an 0P
oi £678K In 2001,
Evolution merged witn eeeson erepory in an all snare deal,
valuing es atecszm. rna cemoinep operation wlll locus on
investment oantring services tor small and mid cap companies.
rne enlarpea group is to move to tire etiicial list.
Trayalpricecom provides online travevtelsura solutions in
France and ltaly.

Lawson has acquired certain assets at UK-oased SCM
specialist Armature.

The acquisition extends Moisa's presence in ireiana. and was
at a PSR ol 0.74.

Recrullment a traininp company quantica paid an initial
consideration at £5er (cosn a snares) iorJatlies Kimber
Education. The balance is dependent upon renewal at certain
contracts.
oxL's Frencn suosidiary acquired tne rival auction site to gain
economies ol scale and 'occeierete ☁ its pain to pro tability.
KMS divested assets. intellectual property, IT equipment etc to
a Mac team led by the tormar MD at KMS' UK operations. 22
employees have transtarrau.
No consideration was piven tor tne acquisition or Acuma's unut
operations. which turned over £30m and employed as slatt.

Tornado paid ESBBK ln snares and has agreed to repay a
snarenotder's loan at EISSK.
Xpertlse acquired ilte training company irom tne receivers
(tree ol all dept and liabilities).

 

let:

to make up the vast majority of acquisition targets. Of course, divestment

of non-core Operations (typically to a MBO team or an established player in

the sector) frees up management time and attention to focus on the core

business. However we were surprised to see the total number of

divestments taking place was down 13% » Regent's data shows this was

not the case across Europe as a whole, where divestments within the S/

ITS sector increased 42% during the period. We expect to see more UK

companies selling off divisions in the months ahead.

These trends are very much a continuation of those seen in 2001.

Subscribers to the Holway@0vum service will be able to read more about

M&A transactions, valuations and our recommendations (for would-be buyers

and sellers) in the forthcoming Industry Trends 2002 Report, to be
published later this month.
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v.00☝... . 205 .400 .0000 0707...... EPS .3000 L 0...»
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mm loll: EPS - .0050, L 00.7. EPS .05. .73. .5 55.
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0...... .0. 57...]...n0. 200......» I... 00.0..00 .2...0. lnluim~Dn=nl 0...... .00..
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Lonhulh E95 25.330 40.34. 2.070.... . EPS loan ☜00 4550.. 0.0.0.00.

mull-m- Symmr Srrvlcu Group plc "Inna 80mm! pl:
207...☝... 20.0.4700. F. I~M|r02 000...☝... Fin-LMoym M..."

025. REV 220552.000 .009. REv 24mm 22.752007.37 25. 957 -2 032.000 0.... par {2.700.007 {1.0.1.
.52 45. EPS .0 43.. .245. .2773» H . 0,,

Horizon Technology Group He Marlborough Sllrllng FluCampnrllnn 20.0.2... 00 leI- 10.0. Comp-Illa" 5...... 0.. 00 Fin-l 42.00. Comp-mom
.25 0. REV 200.477.0017 2240022000 .30 35. REV 250030.000 273.352000 ☁6 5*20......» 057 2025.000 20.037000 2.07.... 10.. 007 24331000 n 277'☝, .1235.

20...... EPS 7.05.. .0 3.... Prohlloluu EPS 2.00.. ☁ 21m .155.

Note: The companies listed on pages 1549 are 1hose companies in our S/ITS index wilh revenue ol >E2m. Also included in our index are: Actinlc. Atlantic Global.
BSol☁tB. Eenhporl. Easyscreen. Flasllil, I-Document Systems. lntemel Business Group. Knowledge Technolugy Solutions. Myratechnet. Netcall. PC Medics
Group. Softwarelar Sport. Slilo lnternalional. Superscape. Systems Integrated. Ultrasis Group

204$. 43;;♥ ._05* me.   
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Now: The companies 7757971 on pages 16-19 are those companies in our S/ITS index wilh revenue cl >22m. Also included in our index are: Actinic. Atlantic Global.
_ 7 Systems. Internet Business Grou Kno I d T ☂ ~

m Easyscmenv ☜35m☝ Documan p. w e 97? echnology Soluuons. Myratecrmet. Netcall. Fc Medlcs Group.
5:772:251:133:71 Stile [ntemetionaL superscape. Systems Integrated. Ultrasis Group
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SC:
c-L

AFA Syslarrs S P
Mirin Inlemel Holdings cs
Alpnamaric s F
Alan 5 F

Nile Grow CS

Argonaut Game 5 P

Aulmomy Corporation 5 P
Aveva Gruup SP
Axon Group as
Man Grow Fl
Balllmure Technologies S P
Bond International 5P
Business syslorm CS
Calla Grow cs
Charter'u 05
Granny 6mm SF
WW SP
CM; CS
CODASdSys (was Sdenee SysIems) CS
Comm SP
Compass Sonware s F
Corrvd Group H
Compumnler Fl
DOS Group CS
Delcam S P

De ne cs
Diagonal cs
D'Kxxn Group R
Dlmerslon Da1a H
DRS Data 5 Raxmh SP
Easynel cs
ecsoucmp cs
Eldes S P

Eloaronlc Data Processing 5 P
Epic Group C S
Eurolink Managed Services C S
Eyrolet s F
Frnano'al Objects S P
Homeric: Group 3 F

Fours salmon:Gmup sP
Gladstone s P
Grater A
GrasnarnM CS

Guardian rr c 5
Harrier Group C5

Harvey Nash Group A
Higharm Syclams Services A
Horizon Technology Fl
Host Europe c 5
Hal Group (was Raxorline) A
l S Solullam C S

ICM Gamma! Grow 05
I05 Group 5 P
Imova m Group sP
murme Environments S P
lnlemsde Group 5 P
mum sP
iRevolutlun C s
'50?er SP
ITNET CS

Izoaa (was lr obank) s F
Jacmln s F
K3 Business Tedlnelogy s P
Kurt SP
Knowledge Management Sonwana S P
Knowledge Support Systems Group 8 F
Loalca C 5

London Bridge 50mm 5P
Luis" A

Mm 4 SP

Manpawor SonWere s P

Share
Print

31>Ju|<02
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£0.81
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£0.36
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£1.32

£3.59

£0.95

£1.16

£0.06

£0.21

£0.04

£2.93

£0.89

£0.78

£0.37

£0.75
£2.95
£1.62

£0.78

£0.63

£2.64

£0.19

£1.25

£3.48

£0.62

£4.33

£0.28

£0.21

£0.77

£2.05

£1.18

£0.37

£0.73

£0.38

£0.12

£0.49

£0.53

£0.49

£0.06

£0.56

£0.69

£0.79

£0.13

£0.43

£0.08
£0.14

£0.01

£0.24

£0.14

£1.50

£0.36

£0.76

£0.04

£0.36

£0.04
£0.05

£2.20

£1.50

£0.37

£1.96

£0.14

£0.23

£0.02

£0.16
£2.04
£0.43

£0.79

£0.97

£0.10

Clpllallllbon
smut-02

£0.7m

£24.5m

£69.9m
£14.7m

£1 1 1.4m

£25.1m

£168.11!☜
£60.7m

£49.1m

£128.6m

£29.5m

£3.0m

£3.4rl1

£1 .949.9m

£36.4m

£10.8m

£9.2m

£462.31"

£74.4m

£22.3m

£9.0m
£19.47"

£488.3m

£4.6m

£7.5m

£77.71☜

£55.0m

£90.10!

£360.6m

£7.4m

£47.7m

£23.1m

£163.6m

£9.0m

£18.5m

£4.0m

£15.4m
£19.0m

£7.7m

£12.6m

£2.5m

£21 .2!"

£33.3m

£55.1m

£3.8m

£22.8m

£1 .6m

£7.9m

£15.6m

£6.10!

£3.4m

£29.7rn

£20.3m

£146.11"

£5.6m

£5.8m

£3.4m

£2.1m

£258.3m
£109.3m

£21 .6rl1

£9.2m '

£6.87"

£17.5m

£1 .7m

£11.6m

£911.77"

£72.1m

£15.47"

£201 m

£4.2m

Huron:
FIE

Loss
Loss
157

Loss
Loss
11.5

06

168

98

9.9

Loss
39

Loss

29.2

297

Loss

L055

L055

145

Less
204

Less
14.1

Loss
11.1

167

12.2

44.4

13.4

15.5

L055
L055
L055

L055
235

14.8

58.9

123

155

Less
Loss
Loss
Loss
Loss
Loss
Loss
Loss

Loss
Less
484

204

84

Loss
Lass

L055
L055

Loss
Loss
20.6

12.0

Loss

11.6

L055

L055
L055
Less

68

133

61

10.0

Loss

PsR
Rule

CID/Rev.

0.09

0.46

1.23

3.44
0.55

5.70

4.64

1.91

1.15

0.21

0.42

0.26

0.09

2.82

2.74

1.42

4.20

0.50
1.50
1.08

' 2.09
0.08

0.23

0.04

0.41

2.37

0.66

0.64

0.24

0.73

1.14

0.39

0.94

0.86

2.56

0.48

0.37

1.09

0.60

2.48

0.41

0.22

1.35

0.48

0.22

0.10

0.09

0.03

1.64
3.05

0.31

0.44

0.57

2.53

1.79

4.87

0.56

0.32
4.30

0.62

5.72

1.30

0.86

0.36

0.29

11.60

0.80

0.97

0.11

0.43

1.52

Slrrs
Ino ax

31-Jul-02

304

6231

314

168
213
271

40
1793

540

502

590

323

36

79204

983

624

294

2055

2287

1242

517

500

393

306

481

869

894

1326

50

193

21

1 13

5897

1 1 18

695
380

120

211

2038

251

150

291

742

310

103

243

222

50

442

286

503
833

394

332

45

592

57

101

1995

427

5074

1307

103

455

12

72

2794

1063
785

369
98

_;;.L,,HélyvayzsystisMnouséea share:B césendganifaliéaiiéh '
sn-ra prrca
mews [Inca

23dun-02

-29.13%

2.53%

45.95%

44.77%

-50.68%

-27.78%

~50.19%

41.48%

49.57%

48.37%

4.17%

-45.45°/o

-22.73%

09%

28%

0.00%

17.74%

-26.24%

41.94%

4.87%

-3.13%

49.35%

41.43%

-21.28%

44.68%

4.98%

-6.82%

-3.35°/o

-31.71%

-7.61%

-9.41%

40.00%
-7.81%

0.00%
32.73%

0.00%

-71.76%

21.25%

4.85%

-8.41%

4.35%

40.40%

13.58%

-0.63%

-5.36%

-30.89%

14.29%

-27.03%

46.57%

45.79%

42.90%

25.00%

49.32%

44.61%

-1 0.53%
42.35%

40.53%

-66.67%

41.31%

44.08%

-23.71°/a

-7.11%

40.00%

5.75%

44.29%

4.03%
2.00%

«48.80%
4.26%

89.22%

43.64%

  

sn-u on☜
x mav-
In 2002

-60.11%

-73.22%

(17.16%

«18.98%

-78.59%
68.40%
69.63%
48.80%

-46.00%

43.48%

-62.30%

-72.00%

-68.52%

40.23%

0.00%

44.75%

21.67%

69.34%

-43.27%

-5.00°/o

«15.76%

-26.04%

-23.62%

435.09%

42.59%

43.13%

-40.00%

2.00%

-66.86%

39.34%

-70.83%

-59.61%
-34.44%

-27.00%

-1 5.57%

-1 5.56%

-68.56%

-41.57%

-33.75%

62.20%

-56.36%

36.59%
167.96%

-49.03%

-74.02%

-64.58%

-45.76%

-57.14%

-35.57%

40.00%

68.46%

-50.00%

-26.04%

-78.89%

49.05%

~36.04%
-65.31%

-78.05%

-1 4.76%

{19.84%

17.46%

«22.22%

0.00%

-46.51%

-87.23%

41.27%

-68.13%

46.19%
24.60%
-61.78%

-62.00%

c-nlullullon
rnov- nlrru
mum-02

-£11.49m

£0.63!☜

-£13.23m

-£2.51m

-£114.32m

-£9.71m

-£169.58m

-£7.80m

£19.64m

~£28.91m

{1.34m

-£2.51m

A£1.02m

£147.05"!

-£1.30m

£0.00m

£1.38m

-£164.39m

-£10.04m

£1.00m
-£0.29m

-£4.63m

-£63.08m
-£1.25m

-£1.30m

£3.68m

-£4.02m
~23.04m

-£167.36m

-£0.61m

-£4.98m

-£5.12m

-£13.91m

£0.00m

£4.62!☜

£0.00m

-£46.63m

£3.29m

-£0.15m

-£1.14m

£0.11m

-EZ.52m
£3.94!"

-£0.40m

-£0.21m

-£10.27m

£0.19m

-£2.93m
-£1.20m

-£1.14m

-£0.51m

A£9.92m

-£4.90m

-i24.96m

-£0.66m
»£0.82m

-£0.40m

-£4.11m

-£32.94m

-£17.90m

-£6.70m

~£0.71m

-£0.77m

£0.87m

£0.28!"

-£0.40m
£17.91m

-£68.80m

-£0.20m

29.51 m
-£0.67m

can't-Iltho☁n
mnvl (Em)

In 2002

£21.01☜!

~£57.14m

4241.33!☜

♥£|4.1 lm

-£377.91m
-£32.29m

-£243.38m

-£14.00m

-£40.66m

-£17.01m

4:48.721☜

-£7.70m

-£7.46m

-£1.280.23m

£4.10m

-£1.84m

£1 .63m

-El.026.95m
-£56.64m

~£1.20m

~£1.71m

-£6.83m

-£151.11m

-£2.51m

-£1.16m

-£10.32m

-£35.42m

£1.75m

v£727.86m

£2.08m

-£1 15.98m

-E36.27m

-£86.02m

-£3.60m
-£3.58m

-£0.73m

-£93.33m

-£13.60m

-£3.92m

~£18.14m

-£2.26m

£5.68m

£20.86m

-£53.04m

-£10.41rn

-£13.07rn

-£1.33m

-£10.53m

-£4.50m

£0.85m

-£4.75m

-£29.63m

~27.20m

-£521.66m

£2.44m

-£3.27m

-£6.40m

v£7.30m

-£44.73m
-£68.63m

£3.22"!

-£2.67m

-£0.01m

-£15.53m

-£11.82m

-£1.52m
{1,948.41 m

~£230.80m

£11.le

-£32.39m

-£1.79m

flute: Nlain SVSTEMHOUSlE SOS Index set at 1000 on 15m April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index 01 1000 based on the
Issue Price. The 505 Index 5 not W619h1ed: a change ln the share price ol the largest company has the same e ecl as a similar change for the smallest comDanY-
Categcry Codes: CS: Computer Servlces SP = Software Product R = Reseller A = IT Agency 0 = OIhEV



Maribomugh sti ing
MERANT

Mlcmgnn
Mimptanet Syslams
Misslon Tesling
Mlsys

MMTmum
Mondas

Morse

M53 [marrwlonal
Ndpher
Nelsan f

Netsm
Nellnc
Nonhgam Imotnmtion same

N98 R918☜ SYS'BW

OnediokHR

WINE!"

Parley

Palsyst
Plan" Hddinis

mm.☜ (was Recounilion)
PSD Gm☜?

0A{was sinBnrwv)
Quanma

Ran Intunmlal
Rape Sonwate
RDL 61°10

Relatl Dedllom
Rlvarw
RM

Rolls 5 N913"

ngalblue Group

Sage (STU-☁17

$85 Gil-IF

SDL

Servime
Wtnmrmnonat
5mm Fhwtal (was Follcymasler)

sauntan
Saphean
5m Group
Slaw

$311,1176mm
smconlml (was J58)
mm
Syslems |Jr110n(ws! Fteewm)

Tllde

Telawom SYSW☁☜

TerenceCharmin Group
Tik Gm

Torsx Gtoup
Tolal Syslems

Tomlise

Toudxslone Group

Trace Group

Trameda
Tvanswara
mad Gmp
Trlbal Group
Ummu Newt:
um. Group
V501 Gm"?
VI qmup
Vow": Group
Wm

Wedl Man-natural SoMam
W(was F.l. Gmup)

X'KO 51010

xpenise GIWP

Nate:
Issue PM
0518119☝

7 rl-lolwgy/SVYSTEMHOUSEVS/ITSVShare Pripes and capitalisation

scs
Cal.

SF

SF

CS

SF'
CS
SP
CS

SP

F1

A

SP

CS

CS

CS

CS

SF

SF

SF

A

SP
SF

SF
A

OS
A

SP

SP

A

SF

SP

SF

SF

SF
SP

A

CS

SP

SF

SF

SF

SF

A

SF

SF

SP

05

SP

CS

SP
CS
05
CS
SP
CS
SF
SF
SP
CS

CS

CS

Fl

SP

CS
SP

SF

SF

SF
CS

SP

CS

snar-
Film

11-11110:

20.99

20.85

20.47

21.04

20.71

22.36
£0.87

20.31

21.50

£0.45

20.54

20.09

20.14

£0.07

20.32

20.14

20.22

20.03

20.27

20.08
20.47

20.02

23.53

20.28

20.54

20.04

20.02

20.25

£0.05

20.18

20.78

20.60

23.48

21.34

20.12

20.59

20.12

20.84

21.38

20.00

20.08

20.41

23.40

20.15

24.20

20.51

20.61

£0.06

120.09
20.14

21.09

25.60
20.88

20.05

21.34

20.63

20.03

20.10

20.40

22.52

20.02

20.25

20.89

20.20

20.05

20.25

20.14

20.91

20.47

20.04

Cupllnllullun
31-Jul-02

2222.2m

£97.7m

£30.2m

275.8m

21:.4m

£1.359.1m

210.5m

26.1m

2192.1m

£9.1m

268.4m

21.4m

213.6m

28.9m

290.1m

244.37☜

£11.6m

23.6m

240.6m

210.4m
238.6m

28.1 m

£88.5m

225.7m

221.5m

22.6m

£12.2m

24.8!☜

214.1!☜

242.9m

272.7m

£8.8m
2105.8m

£1,690.8m

El .5m
291.3m

25.9m

238.3m

224.4m

20.7m

27.0m

260.8m

248.9m

£5.6m

2126.7m

282.0m

262.4111

212.0m

215.3m

29.9m
212.7m

2281.3m

2245.4m

£0.5m
214.0!☜

29.5m

21.7m

23.6m

28.6m

2120.2m

£3.9m

28.9m

£16.4m
27.2m

26.3m

211.8m

25.7m

2302.4m

212.5m

22.5rn

Hlsbric
PIE

Bin SVSTEMHOUSE 805 Index set at 1000 on 15111 April 1989. Any new

a. Th6 SOS Indax is not Weighted; a change in the sham price at the Iarg
codes: 05: Computat Services SF = Sohware Product R : Reseller A

17.5

Loss
9.8

18.9

10.8

15.8

L055
L055
10.4

6.8

Loss
Loss
Loss
LOSS

0.9

L055
L055
L055

L055
Loss

17A

Less

256

L055
98

Loss
Loss
5.7

Loss
Loss
70

Less

188

19.1

Loss
Loss
Loss
Loss

Loss
Lnss
Loss
Loss
Lass
Loss
Loss
Less
150

Loss

Loss

Loss
153

220

92
Loss

83

SJ

2!

2.4

Lass
382

Less
LOSS

Loss
16

Loss
39J

Loss

Loss
Loss
Loss

PSR
rune

Cap/Rev.

3.03

1.12

1.44

1.43

2.48

1.31

0.34

1.63

0.33

0.05

4.76

0.21

3.82

0.54

0.97

0.47

2.00

0.24

0.16

1.79

1.73

0.59

1.23

0.46

0.64

0.28

2.13

0.11

0.64

6.58

0.30

0.35

1.60

3.49
0.03

0.93

1.83

0.69

1.40

0.01

0.50

0.28

1.28

0.91

7.57

0.34

0.80

0.85

0.98
0.31

1.39

1.98

45.45

0.11

0.99

0.56

0.27

0.34

0.21

2.63

0.55

0.16

0.48

1.11

3.51

1.33

0.47

0.59

0.32

0.48

s/trs
tndax

31♥Jul-02

704

411

201

2114

260

2936
515
407

600

234

216

43

95

30

121

1217

538

15

4417

75

1938

25

1602

126

435

63

58

272

68
189

2214

714

2044

51346

1 15

390

115

2798

917

119

450

1511

219

2100

306

465

104
948

10874

1651

214

1276

500

50

129

293

1524

49

1111

730

400

47

581

104

2333

310

140

 

Shara mica
mnva stnca
25-Jun~02

-10.05%

-1 3.71%

17.50%

~25.07%

~11.25%

-2.48%

~7.49%

-1 8.67%

-18.20%

-21.93%

~12.90%

0.00%

0.00%

-3.33%

1.61%

-26.32%

- 27%

66.00%

~32.91%

08%

.71%

-30.00%

~7.84%

-12.50%

-1 8.80%

-15.79%

0.00%

-1 8.33%

0.00%

2.90%

5.44%

-10.45%

18.80%

-21.24%

~11.54%

19.39%

~14.81%

~8.70%

-3.51%

0.00%

23.26%

-25.69%

22.52%

~46.97%

5.56%

-0.98%

-23.90%

~25.00%

~22.73%
~12.50%

~3.11%

-7.44%

40.26%

0.00%

3.08%

~2.34%

~47.37%

-23.08%

-19.39%

~12.06%

0.00%

43.79%

~4.30%

-6.98%

20.00%

20.83%

45.63%

42.50%

19.23%

40.00%

  

share was
54 may.
in 20112

51.95%

-23.08%

54.15%

-65.33%

~56.31%

-27.38%

~21 .36%

10.91%

~21.05%

-47.34%

~32.08%

-34.62%

~28.75%

-34.09%

5.97%

42.86%

-48.81%

-85.59%

-45.92%

-23.81%

~15.45%

-56.25%

-22.95%

~39.13%

4.82%

~60.98%

~81 .25%

~54.63%

-73.69%

47.92%

-67.37%

~27.27%

43.27%

41.58%

-46.51%

43.97%

-48.89%

~36.36%

41.03%

~87.50%

~71.55%

~47.74%

1.49%

-59.30%

44.72%

~26.31%

-27.54%

63.85%

~79.01%
-65.85%

-4.80%

-23.02%

~32.95%

5.86%

0.00%

-33.86%

-89.80%

-77.78%

~57.75%

22.62%

-11.1 1%

~35.06%

-36.43%

43.33%

-35.71%

41.18%

42.90%

~74.29%

~8.82%

~30.00%

Clvlhllslllcn

SYSTEMHOUSE 1 9
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muvu :1":-
2Hun>02

£24.85"!

-§I15.43m

24.50m

-£26.72m

-E1.33m

-233.85m

~20.82m

-£1.40m
-237.19m

-22.52m

-E10.10m

20.00m

20.00m

20.00r☁n

21.40m

{15.89"}

~20.30m

-E4.58m

~219.97m

-20.60m

~24.20m

-21.75m

~£7.50m

-23.70m

~24.60m

-20.50m

20.00m

~2l.09m

20.00m

21 .20m

23.70m

-俉1.02m

216.70m

{45618111

-20.19m

25.1 1m

-21.03m

£6.57m
-£0.90m

20.00m

-22.18.'n

4221.077☜

29.04m

-24.96m

£6.85m

-20.89m

{19.55111

-24.00m

-24.55m

-21.43m
-20.42m

-221.24m

2235.30m

~22.76m

20.91m

-20.23m

~21.56m

-21.18m

-22.11m

-210.68m

20.00m

20.29!"

-20.68m

{0.54m

21.05m

-23.10m

-§1.05m

-236.85m

22.01m

20.72m

mat/l (2m)
Inznoz

~2244.55m
-£5|.45m
~221.93r11

-£129.92m
~215.51m

~2512.47m

-£2.62m

20.60m

-251.19m

~28.12m

-232.20m
-20.72m
-24.0&m
~24.62m
-E§.69m

-£33.28m
~£1U.50m
-223.22m

~234.53m

-23.25m

-27.10m

~27.897"

-226.30m

~214.90m

~20.10m

-24.10m

~£1B.87m
-俉5.61m

-£15.15m
£13.90m

£150.20"!
-22.75m

-E78.60m
~21.203.88m

~20.51m

22.597"

-25.63m

~220.73m

28.90m
{5.23m

-217.70m

-255.57m

20.76m

-£B.26m
~221.85m

-230.09m

-223.65m

{14.10111
-257.75m

~219.07m

-20.62m

~259.04m

2231.80"!

{2.56m

20.51m

-24.89m

-215.00m
4:1 1.93m
-215.21m
21.82m
{0.49m
-£2.49m
-29.38m

~20.39rn

23.03111

-E6.00m
~20.84m

-2852.14m

-21.19m

20.96m

enlrants tn the Stock Exchange are allocated an index 01 1000 based on me

est company has the same effect as a similar change for [he smallest company.

= IT Agency 0 = Olhet
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SHARE PRICES TAKE

ANOTHERTUMBLE
All the technology indices fell again this month,

with the FTSE IT (SOS) index suffering the most with

a 15.5% drop, highlighting the fact that the larger 5/

ITS companies have suffered more than the smaller

companies.

Our Holway S/ITS index fell by 10.1% to end the

month at 8041. In the last month a total of £1.7bn

has been wiped off the value of quoted S/ITS

companies, £11.4bn has been wiped off since the

beginning of 2002. The total value of quoted S/ITS

companies (£12.7bn) is now back to the level seen in

1997.

Not only that, the average P/E ratio of profitable

quoted S/ITS companies now stands at just 15.5.
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We have not seen this level since 1995. The lowest average P/E on record was in the recession of the early 905 when the

average fell to (:13. Meanwhile the average PSR of companies in the Holway S/ITS index has fallen below 1 to stand at

0.83 - a level norrnaliy only seen by the resellers and IT staff agencies.

Eyretel suffered the biggest drop in its share price this month - down 72% to 12p - as it warned that revenues for the

rst half ('0 Sap. 02) are expected 10 be lower them the same period last year lFlevolutlon. London Bridge Software.
and Autonomy all suffered falls of more than between 48% and 50% as they announced their latest nancial results.

Macro 4 had by far the DES? month "3 Share Ftrice increased by 89% to 97p as it reported "a much stronger second

hE/fPSIfOFI'n-amce"~ However. the company Was Only really recovering from the 55% drop in its share price last month and
is still 62% off its price at the beginning of the year,
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